Updates to Both UTeach CSP and UTeach CSA

- **Shared Quizzes from AP Classroom** – We created quizzes in AP Classroom and shared the link in each relevant assignment for each quiz. These quizzes can be used as formative assessments based on the topics covered for the assignment. These quizzes can be used as exit slips, homework, or entry slips for the following class period. Each Unit Overview assignment has all the assignments with shared quizzes linked.

- **Codio Coach** – All assignments can be tagged to use Codio Coach, an AI assistant within Codio. Codio Coach is meticulously designed to support both teachers and students. From real-time feedback to content suggestions, it’s a powerful ally in the educational journey.

- **Customizing Behavioral Insights** - All teachers have access to Codio’s Behavior Insights which combines different IDE logs into understandable measures to detect cases of potential plagiarism. You can now toggle the availability of individual Behavior Insights tiles and change the minimum and maximum values for a particular option.

Updates to UTeach CS Principles

- **Algorithms Components: Sequencing, Selection, and Iteration assignment** – We updated this assignment to utilize a new feature by Codio called Draw.io. Students are able to create a flowchart by using the Draw.io app embedded in the assignment.